Delayed esophageal reconstruction for aortoesophageal fistula caused by an aortic arch aneurysm with microvascular anastomosis of the left gastric artery and vein.
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SUMMARY

We report a case of aortoesophageal fistula (AEF) with delayed esophageal reconstruction employing microvascular anastomosis. We demonstrate here that our method is useful for delayed esophageal reconstruction following AEF.
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INTRODUCTION

Aortoesophageal fistula (AEF) is a rare entity that is most often fatal. There is currently no consensus on whether primary repair or esophageal resection is the best therapeutic option for the esophageal defect associated with aortoesophageal fistula.

Recent advances in surgical technique have led to survival in cases of aortoesophageal fistula (AEF), a rare, previously universally fatal condition. The keys to the successful treatment in AEF are control of bleeding, management of the contaminated mediastinum, and delayed esophageal reconstruction.¹ In this case report, we describe the management of a case of AEF with staged esophageal reconstruction using a gastric tube and microvascular anastomosis.

CASE REPORT

A 67-year-old woman with a 2-day history of back pain vomited a large amount of blood in October 2001. She was brought to a local hospital in shock. Emergency endoscopy and chest computed tomography (CT) led to a diagnosis of AEF caused by a distal-aortic-arch aneurysm (Fig. 1). The patient was transferred to our hospital, and an emergency operation was performed. We performed cardiopulmonary bypass and selective cerebral perfusion, and then replaced the distal aortic arch and the left subclavian artery with a Gelseal one-branch graft. Due to severe inflammation, primary closure of the esophagus was considered unwise. Segmental esophagectomy with cervical esophagostomy and gastrostomy were performed. To prevent graft infection, a free omental flap was raised and inserted into the thoracic cavity through the esophageal hiatus to wrap the graft(Fig. 2A).
The esophagus was reconstructed 4 months later. Since the right gastroepiploic artery (RGEA) had been detached in the first operation, the upper stomach was supplied primarily by the left gastric artery (LGA), thus precluding esophageal reconstruction by a gastric tube using the greater curvature of the stomach. We decided to mobilize the entire stomach and perform a microvascular anastomosis. After laparotomy, the LGA and left gastric vein (LGV) were transected at their origin and confluence, and a gastric tube was mobilized and placed along a presternal route. To avoid tension, we decided to use the third internal thoracic artery and vein as recipient vessels. These vessels were anastomosed end-to-end to the LGA and LGV by our plastic surgeon colleagues.

After completion of the anastomosis, the color of the gastric tube was good, and esophago gastric continuity was restored (Fig. 2B). The postoperative course was uneventful. The patient was discharged on the 30th postoperative day, approximately 5 months after the first operation. The patient is alive and well at the time of this report.

**DISCUSSION**

For distal aortic arch aneurysm, a only few cases using endovascular treatment with stent graft had been reported prior to October 2001. We considered using an endovascular procedure with a stent graft for the present case; because the patient had also a left subclavian artery aneurysm, we opted for graft replacement and segmental esophagectomy.

For an esophageal surgeon, determination of the ideal time for esophageal repair and the method to be used, whether it is primary closure, or resection and reconstruction, are important questions.

To prevent infection of the mediastinum and graft, we raised a free omental flap fed by the RGEA and inserted it into the thoracic cavity.

Previous reports have shown that the omentum is very effective in managing an infected surgical field. In our case, the transfer of a viable omental flap into the potentially infected thoracic cavity and wrapping it around the graft potentially prevented infection of the mediastinum and graft, but it also made delayed reconstruction more difficult.

Some authors have performed esophageal reconstruction in a single stage by placing an omental pedicle graft in the mediastinum and running the reconstructed esophagus through the posterior mediastinum with anastomosis in the neck. This method does not lead to detachment of the RGEA, but possibly increases the risk of anastomotic leakage from the site of anastomosis. Therefore, we performed staged esophageal reconstruction.

In a previous case report of AEF, Tokuda *et al.* described reported delayed reconstruction using the colon rather than the stomach. This method does not require augmented blood supply from the RGEA and inserted it into the thoracic cavity. Previous reports have shown that the omentum is very effective in managing an infected surgical field.

Using a gastric tube for esophageal reconstruction has significant advantages over other methods, including a lower degree of surgical invasiveness and maybe a lower risk for postoperative complication. Because the upper stomach was supplied only by the LGA, we could not construct a gastric tube using the greater curvature of the stomach. Instead, we mobilized the entire stomach along a presternal route and performed a micro vascular anastomosis. This method worked well and the vascular anastomoses were performed in less than one hour by plastic surgeons.

Microvascular anastomosis for esophageal reconstructions is now considered a routine and safe method, but to our knowledge, there have been no reports of delayed reconstruction for AEF including such a method. We believe delayed esophageal reconstruction with microvascular anastomosis of the left gastric artery and vein for AEF is a viable therapeutic option.
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**Fig. 1** Computed tomography on admission reveals that an aneurysm of the thoracic aorta has perforated the esophagus.

**Fig. 2** (A) Schema of the first stage (emergency) operation. At first, we replaced the distal aortic arch and the left subclavian artery with a Gelseal one-branch graft. Then segmental esophagectomy with cervical esophagostomy and gastrostomy were performed. To prevent graft infection, a free omental flap was raised and inserted into the thoracic cavity through the esophageal hiatus to wrap the graft. (RGEA: right gastroepiploic artery). (B) Schema of second stage (esophageal reconstruction) operation. We mobilized the entire stomach and perform a microvascular anastomosis. A gastric tube was mobilized and...
placed along the preternal route, and the third internal thoracic artery (ITA) and vein (ITV) were anastomosed end-to-end to the left gastric artery (LGA) and left gastric vein (LGV).